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Seeds and green buttons were
distributed among the children to
encourage earth activity and inculcate
pride and dignity in eco responsible
behaviour.
Children of the SOS Tibetan
village school, selaqui
perform their traditional
welcome mask dance.

The stage and backdrop at the
Survey of India stadium grounds
in the lap of Himalayas.
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Team mates Kapil & Ishan

GREEN INITIATIVE
The ECO TASK FORCE was gifted
complete solar lighting solution for their
barrack and introduced to eco-friendly
fencing alternatives for their nurseries.

Billboards at strategic locations
came up a week prior to the event.

Bobby Cash renders a soulful
performance and speaks to the
audience on the importance of
keeping his nesting site, the mighty
Himalayas green.

Col. VD Singh and Mr. Sunil
Chaudhary played a popular mix of
retro English and Hindi numbers to a
grandiose applause.

Team mate Madhvi

Gautam Ghosh gifting his world
music renditions to a rapt audience.

Leftovers, a leading local
band gets the audience
grooving with their lively
numbers. Seen are L to R
Ashish, Winston, Swati and
Rahul.
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&Ashish
YOUTH
Ishan and
perform CARNIVAL
their old favourite La-bamba
specially for thier student
friends.
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Three watt Solar lanterns with eight
hour full-brightness usage on full
charge, were given as gifts to senior
dignitaries to create awareness and
percolation.

GREEN INITIATIVE
Only LED stage lighting was used for
the GREENSTOCK Rock & Folk Show,
taking the power requirement to one
sixth its original estimate.

Team mate Rinty

Children from UMEED planting a
sapling and claiming their green
GREEN INITIATIVE
footprint on their home planet.
Bio degradable, autumn leaf foodware
was used for all refreshment and meals
by the participants to expose and Students from the SOS Tibetan
encourage the entire network of people village school perform traditional
dance and play classical Tibetan
connected with Greenstock.
instruments to an awestruck
crowd.

Team mate Deepali

consume minimum energy without
compromise to quality. A first time effort
by our Audio partners.

Team mate Smita

Team mate Shivani
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Garhwali folk singers Sanjay
Panwar and Puja Panchola with
Sunil on the guitar get the viewers
swaying to Himalayan beats.

Team mate Sumit

A walk in the woods
(Walkathon) with
school and slum
children led by Smita
Chettri and Nana
Anders followed by
tree plantation took
up the morning
hours.
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Sound system
was designed CARNIVAL
to
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Participants at the walkathon were
treated to fresh Amla (gooseberry) and
Buransh flower (Rhododendron) juice
for refreshments instead of packaged
drinks.

The woodstock school
band performing for their
fellow youth and taking the
green crusade forward.

Team mate SK Gupta
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Room sharing and car pooling was
encouraged
and
unanimously
accepted by all visiting dignitaries and
performing artists.

Mr.
Anjan
Mitra,
President,
Pathfinders receiving a memento
from the GREENSTOCK initiators
Mr. Ishan and Mr. Utkarsh.
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‘An initiative
by Tanjun&
Youth
Wing to encourage
collective

ecological participation of

the young population under a

common umbrella of eco-neutral sports, music, and fun in the
Himalayas and other ecologically fragile states of India'.

Lt. Col. Joby Joseph (extreme right) and his
team of the 127 INF BN (TA) Garhwal Rifles
(Ecological) "ECO TASK FORCE" with Mr.
Sumit K. Agarwal. These are the real
crusaders, having planted over 10 million
trees during the past 29 years. They made
for the single largest inspiration for
GREENSTOCK.

Mr. S.K. Sarkar giving away solar
lights to our patrons Mr. Gautam
Ghosh and Mr. Bobby Cash.

FIZZ, the children's group
concluding the progrmam with
all performers joining in.
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The event will travel to all ten Himalayan states in 2012-13 to

involve and encourage youth to take tangible steps towards

protecting the environment. Proposed event cities include
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Dehradun,
Shimla, Leh,
Shillong, Gangtok,
Itanagar,

Imphal, Agartala, Aizawl & Kohima.
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GRATEFUL THANKS TO PARTNERS

Maj. Gen. S.Ravi, Additional Director
General, Survey of India, graces the
walkathon and tree plantation site.

Col. (Retd) S.K. Gupta of the
GREENSTOCK team giving away
a memento to Shri S.K. Sarkar,
Chairman PHD committee for
sports and culture.

Capt. Rajpal Singh,
Additional Director FICCI
receiving a memento from
our patron Mr. Gautam
Ghosh

SIS
India Limited
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Col. HRS Rana, C.O., 127 INF BN (TA)
Garhwal Rifles (Ecological) receives the first
of a line of solar lights on behalf of his team,
gifted by Tanjun for their high altitude
bunkers, from our Patron Mr. Bobby Cash.

Building up to the kick off: Meetings with
patrons Gautam Ghosh, Bobby Cash and KJ
Singh with team members Smita, Ishan,
Utkarsh, Winston and Sumit to discuss the
crusade and takeaway best practices.

BUILDING THE STOCK
Workshop with the FICCI
Additional director Rajpal
Singh, Research
associate Khushboo
Luthra, Green architect
Atul Gupta and Digital
Eco Warriors' Gautam &
Anuranjini.

Building the team with Smita, Kapil, Madhvi,
Ishan, Shivani and Deepali at the Tanjun
Livelihood Skill Training & Research
Centre.
Please ask for your Green
Button and wear it
proudly on your collar

"you say you love rain, but you use
an umbrella to walk under it. You say
you love sun, but you seek shade
when it is shining. You say you love
wind, but when it comes you close
your window. That's why I am
scared when you say you love me".
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-Bob Marley-
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